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1, Right forefoot of Vrsus arctos isabellinus; 2, right hindfoot of V.a, isabellinus; 3. left
hindfoot of Presbytis entellus; 4, right forefoot of Selenarctos thibetanus; 5, right hind
foot of S, thibetanus; 6, left hindfoot of Gorilla gorilla beringei; 7, hypothesised left
hindfoot ofyeti; 8, left hindfoot of Homo sapiens, Drawings by Jeffery McNeely, first
published in 'Oryx' Vo/, 12, No, 1,
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Is there an Abominable Snowman?
Rennie Bere

Mysterious footprints in the Himalayan snows have been reported at intervals
since early in the 19th Century. So have tales of monsters, whether man-like
apes or ape-like men is never quite clear. Similar stories are told in many coun
tries, though the Himalayan versions do seem to have more substance than
most. They are often accompanied by eye-witness accounts which, however,
are difficult to substantiate and inclined to be suspect; unsophisticated people
like the Sherpas do not easily distinguish direct evidence from hearsay or re
ality from myth. There are few recorded European sightings of any relevance
but this is not surprising as climbing parties are rarely silent and have other
objectives in mind. The position thus is that if the footprints and genuine
sightings are not attributable to animals already known to science-and several
large mammals occasionally move up to considerable altitudes in the Hima
laya and adjacent ranges-the creature concerned must be the Yeti, the term
which will be used in"this article. If such an animal exists it must surely be a
primate, presumably an ape not a hominid. The possibility of a relic prehis
toric human is altogether too much to believe.

In 'Bigfoot' (Jonathan Cape, 1972) Dr John Napier, a leading authority on
primates, has examined this question and subjected photographs of the foot
prints to critical analysis. The result is fascinating but inconclusive. The specific
identification of partly melted tracks in the snow seems to be a very chancy
business. Animal tracks inevitably look different under different circumstances,
and you need to know an animal quite well before you can safely identify
most tracks. The neatly drawn footprints often seen in illustrations are rarely
seen on the ground. This does not mean that Napier's tentative interpretations
are necessarily wrong but that they are not conclusive.

Much of the Yeti material is familiar to readers of this Journal-indeed AC
members have been responsible for most of the observations-but a brief
resume may not be out of place. In 1832 B. H. Hodgson (British Resident at
the court of Nepal) reported that men sent out by him to collect specimens had
been frightened by a 'wild man' and had run away. Then in 1889 came the first
report of mysterious footprints in the snow: from Major L. A. Wad dell. He
was told that he was looking at the tracks of a Yeti but thought it was 'the
great yellow Snow Bear' or Red Bear. This was in NE Sikkim where, in 1925,
J, R. P. Gent reported, at second hand, tracks with toes pointing backwards.
Backward-pointing feet are a well known myth-motif and can be discounted
in any serious discussi<:>n.

While on the 1921 Everest Reconnaissance Expedition, Colonel Howard-Bury
saw tracks on Lhakpa La (c 6000 m). He was told that they were Yeti's but
thought they were probably made by 'a large, loping grey wolf'. F our years
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later, in the Zemu glacier region, N. A. Tombazi saw an upright walking figure
which stooped occasionally to uproot dwarf rhododendrons. The footprints
were 6 or 7 in long and described as definitely biped. Napier refers this inci
dent to the Himalayan Black Bear. There were several relevant footprint ob
servations during the 1930s: by R. Kaulback of a barefooted human at 4500 m,
by F. S. Smythe of what probably was a Red Bear at 6000 m in Garwhal, and
by H. W. Tilman and Lord Hunt independently in the Zemu gap. There was
also the alleged capture of a Yeti in N Sikkim by villagers who lured it with a
bucket of 'chang'; unfortunately it escaped. This again suggests folk-lore
rather than fact. And a Captain d' Auvergne, from Calcutta, said he had been
struck by snow-blindness in the mountains and rescued by a Yeti, which
carried him to its cave and succoured him. If there is anything in this story,
d'Auvergne's rescuer must have been a religious mystic. Such people have
been known to walk bare-foot in the snow and sleep out rough up to about
5500 m. Some of the strange tracks can undoubtedly be related to pilgrims
and mystics.

In 'The Long Walk' by Slawomir Rawicz (Constable, 1956) there is an account
of a sighting in 1941 of two creatures which should have given strong support
to the reality of the Yeti. Unfortunately this story is probably fictional, vide
T. S. Blakeney in A] 61 419-21. This brings us to the most important single
piece of evidence in the whole Yeti saga: the tracks seen by Eric Shipton and
Michael Ward on the Menlung glacier (c 5400 m) in 1951, and Shipton's
famous photograph. A number of attempts have been made to explain this
photograph and some of -them are extremely ingenious. The British Museum
even put on an exhibit to show that the print was made by a Himalayan Langur,
though the shape and size of this monkey's footprints are quite different.
Napier says that the print is not human and was not made by any ape-like
creature yet known to science. He reckons that it could possibly have been
made by the fore and hind feet of a bear or Snow Leopard superimposed but
guesses, somewhat inconsistently, that it was 'a naked human foot, treading
in the track of a foot wearing a leather moccasin'. This is surely rather far
fetched. The fact is that there is no satisfactory explanation of this track un
less it was made by an unknown animal.

Sen Tensing, who was with Shipton, said that two years previously he and other
Sherpas had seen a Yeti near Thyangboche. It Was half man, half beast, stood
about 164 cm on short bow legs and had a tall, pointed (? crested) head. It
had long arms, a pale almost hairless face but was generally covered with
reddish-brown hair. This description balances reasonably with one given to
Lord Hunt by the Abbot of Thyangboche. Napier is inclined to dismiss Sen
Tensing's and other Sherpa observations as hearsay, and to say that the Abbot's
observation could apply to a bear. I must say that I find it difficult to imagine
the inhabitants of this remote area not knowing a bear when they see one.
The animal described moved about mainly in an upright position but dropped
to all fours when in a hurry. It was said to sleep in caves and to be partly
carnivorous. Bears can stand in an upright position and shuffle about but
cannot walk as we understand walking. Apes function slightly better bipedally
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but normally move about on four legs using the knuckles, not palms, of their
fore limbs-zoo chimpanzees apparently walk on their hind legs in snow.

Other tracks have been seen by, among others, Wyss Dunant, Ralph Izzard of
the 1954 Daily Mail expedition, Professor E. S. WilliaITls in the Karakoram,
A. J. M. Smythe, L. W. Davies and Don Whillans. In D,ecember 1972, three
naturalists (J. A. McNeely, E. W. Cronin and H. B. Emery) saw tracks in the
snow while examining the ecology of the upper Arun valley with a view to
resolving this problem, vide their article 'The Yeti-not: a Snowman' in 'Oryx'
(Journal of the Fauna Preservation Society) Vo112, No 1, May 1973. They
describe the tracks as not referable to any known aniITlal. Napier considers
that.most of the other tracks suggest bears. His comments on L. W. Davies's
tracks (well described in AJ 61, 340- 3) are that they were probably made by a
bear and that bears enter water but not apes-that known apes will not enter
water is well demonstrated at Chester Zoo. Davies described his animal as
sliding down steep slopes on its rump. Bears slide down snow slopes but not
on their rumps. 'If Squadron-Leader Davies can show dear evidence that his
creature came toboganning down on its bottom,' writes Napier, 'then his
quarry was probably a hominid and not a bear.' There has been other evidence
of toboganning (eg by Ralph Izzard) in creatures believed to be Yetis.

In March 1970, Don Whillans (while with Dougal Hastwn on the Annapurna
South Face expedition) saw and photographed a trail of footprints at about
4000 m. That same night, in bright moonlight, he saw a creature which seemed
to resemble an ape 'bounding along on all fours'. WhiUans certainly reckoned
he had seen a Yeti and, according to Haston, was more impressed by this than
by the formidable face of the mountain. Napier thinks that the animal con
cerned was probably a Himalayan Langur, a leaf-eating monkey which certainly
has been observed at such an altitude. But langurs are not nocturnal. They
also have long tails (as have Snow Leopards), and Whillans' observation 'ape
like' suggests an animal without a tail. A Serow, or goat-antelope, is perhaps a
possibility. It is notoriously difficult to identify animals, even familiar ones,
in poor light and strange conditions.

This completes a brief survey of the evidence to date. The Yeti has not been
proved to exist but there is enough circumstantial evidence to suggest that it
may do so. Most of the tracks an.d sightings can be attributed to known animals,
though not necessarily correctly. The Sherpa stories may be mythical or may
be the result of folk-memory, possibly based on Orang-utans which may have
been present in the forests in the long distant past. 'Without the Shipton foot
print,' Napier writes in 'Bigfoot', 'I would dismiss the Yeti as a Red Bear or a
myth, but this cannot be satisfactorily explained. The matter is therefore un
resolved.' Dr Toni Hagen, the Swiss geologist who spent 8 years in Nepal, is
quoted as saying: 'We know today only that the Yeti Jmust exist.' If so, what
is it? ,

Dr Bernard Heuvelmans, vide his 'On the Tracks of Unknown Animals' (Rupert
Hart-Davis, 1951) believes that a relic form of th"e giant prehistoric ape, Gigan
topithecus, may still exist and, if so, could be the Yeti. McNeely, Cronin and
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Emery (in the 'Oryx' article quoted above) are of the same opinion as are not
a few mountaineers. This aberrant ape, which seems to have been neither a
typical ape nor a hominid, has been named from teeth and lower jaws found
between S China and the Siwalik hills in India. It first appeared some ten
million years ago and survived at least until the middle Pleistocene, a remark
ably long spell suggesting an extremely successful species. It could have been
partly bipedal, though no one knows what its feet were like. This animal must
inevitably have found itself in competition with evolving man but could have
survived in the mountain forests of the Himalaya, a likely last" refuge where
man would have presented no threat. Neither Gigantopithecus nor any other
large primate could live permanently on, or near, the snowfields where the
mysterious tracks have been seen; except for a few rodents there would be
virtually nothing for it to eat. The teeth show that it was largely vegetarian but

• chimpanzees (though not gorillas) eat quite a lot of flesh-so why not Gigan
topithecus?

The Himalyan forests are largely unknown in ecological terms. Failure so far
to confirm the existence or absence of the Yeti seems to be largely due to poor
research design (ie looking in the wrong place) according to the 'Oryx' article.
A first step in any serious search for the animal should include a detailed study
of the ecosystem of the forest with particular reference to caves. A t the time
of writing (July 1974) McNeely et al are making such a study in the Arun
valley of eastern Nepal. Other surveys are proposed including one, due to start
in 1975, by a Japanese team who aim to follow up on the ground observations

made from the air.

To bring this discussion into focus it may be helpful to say something about
the Mountain Gorilla which could well resemble Gigantopithecus. This great
ape is now confined to the Birunga volcanoes and nearby parts of central
Africa. It was once much more widespread but had more or less reached its
present restricted range before the first white man appeared on the scene: that
is to say, the original decline can be attributed to natural selection, not modern
developments. Early travellers in the area were not told about gorillas but
about terrible monsters which were said to carry off native women. In 1901
the monster was finally identified as the Mountain Gorilla. Until very much
later it was believed to live only in the upper bamboo forest and above, ie from
about 3000 m upwards. In fact it lives in the lower forest and rarely moves up
to the heights, though it does so occasionally (to over 4000 m) usually because
of disturbance or some other untoward circumstance. It was not until the
1950s that this was fully appreciated and the way to find gorillas worked out:
by following old tracks to the previous night's sleeping place. Mountain
Gorillas would probably spend even less time above the bamboo level if the
lower forest had not been seriously encroached upon. The Himalayan forests,
including Bhutan and NE Assam, are immeasurably more extensive than the
restricted and accessible gorilla habitat. There is still a chance for the Yeti.
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